Abstract-In this paper we address the problem of suppression of a digital narrow-band interferer in direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) communications. We focus on the adaptive suppression method proposed by Honig, Madhow, and Verdú [1] for wide-band interference, applying it to a narrow-band interferer. We identify the eigenspaces of the system dynamics to analyze the convergence of the adaptive version of the minimum mean square error (MMSE) algorithm for this application. Using this subspace approach we are able to: 1) significantly decrease convergence times via a new constraint on step size in adaptation; 2) introduce a simple parameterization of the mean output energy (MOE) and signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) to compare performance of various receivers; and 3) identify modes of operation where the algorithm will cease to effectively cancel interference. We propose a new adaptive receiver that avoids the convergence anomalies identified, while capitalizing on the new step size for faster convergence. Simulation results to support theoretical results are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
UE TO THE scarcity of frequency allocations for emerging personal communications services, it has been proposed that spread spectrum (SS) signals be used in such services so that they can be overlaid on existing frequency band occupants [2] . Such SS signals would be constrained in power so as not to interfere with preexisting narrow-band users. For a single SS user in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, the optimal receiver is a filter matched to the signature sequence of the SS signal. The presence of narrow-band users makes the environment decidedly non-AWGN, especially as narrow-band users can be expected to be much more powerful than SS users. To compensate for this, many schemes have been proposed to filter out such narrowband signals before going on to match-filter the received waveform [3] .
Recent research has investigated the application of multiuser detection theory [4] - [6] to a system of one true SS user and one digital narrow-band user. We adopt the model of [6] where each interfering bit is interpreted as a virtual SS user. Suppose we have narrow-band bits occurring in the time of a single SS bit. This can be interpreted as a code-division multipleaccess (CDMA) system with users. Multiuser detection theory gives us an optimal and many suboptimal receivers for such a system [7] . These receivers require information on some, or perhaps all, of the following parameters: signature sequences, received energies, timing delays, etc. of all users. We focus on the blind multiuser detection algorithm proposed by Honig, Madhow, and Verdú [1] , which only requires knowledge of the spreading code of the desired user (in our case, the true SS user). We exploit the structure of the virtual CDMA system to analyze this detector.
We first consider three fixed receivers. The matched filter (MF) or conventional receiver is optimal for one spread spectrum signal in AWGN and requires knowledge of the SS user's spreading code. Due to the simplicity of this receiver it is frequently used even when there are many SS users present, despite its decidedly suboptimal performance. The second receiver we consider is the decorrelating receiver, a linear receiver with asymptotic optimality characteristics [7] . This receiver requires knowledge of all users' spreading codes and timing delays, but is independent of the user powers. We also calculate the minimum mean square error (MMSE) receiver for our virtual CDMA system, reported simultaneously in [4] and [5] .
The brunt of our analysis is placed in examination of the signal space and how various receivers project energy in this space. We examine the eigenspaces of the received signal's covariance matrix to partition the signal space in three subspaces , , and . The eigenspace contains contributions from the noise only, and from both interference and noise.
is a two-dimensional subspace which contains all of the energy of the desired signal and a subset of the interference and noise energies. This is an unexpected result as in a general system of users, would have dimension . We show that for this virtual CDMA system, the three fixed receivers of interest all project the received signal onto this two-dimensional subspace. Subspace analysis of systems with wide-band interference has not identified this two-dimensional space, but has always involved much higher dimensional spaces. By identifying this space we are able to parameterize the receivers of interest by a single variable. This parameterization allows an alternate derivation of the MMSE receiver and also allows us to see the effect of weak interference on the mean output energy 0090-6778/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE (MOE) . Because the space is of low dimension, we are able to improve the criteria on the step size for stability in the adaptive algorithm which searches for the MMSE solution. We propose a new limit on the step size that allows for much faster convergence. The adaptive version of the MMSE receiver minimizes the MOE via a gradient descent. Using our single parameter model of the MOE, we identify an anomaly in the convergence for weak interferers. We show that while the MOE is always convex, it is extremely shallow for weak interference signals. The algorithm will not be trapped by local minima; however, it is easily lead astray by spurious noise samples. Finally, we propose a new adaptive receiver that avoids the convergence anomalies while capitalizing on the new step size for faster convergence.
A. Overview
We begin in the following section with a simple system model describing our interpretation of the digital interferer and SS signal as a virtual CDMA system. In Section II we outline our subspace approach for three fixed receivers, while in Section III we go on to apply these results to the dynamics of the blind adaptive receiver. We identify a new less restrictive stability constraint on the step size, leading to much faster convergence. We identify certain convergence anomalies and propose a new receiver to avoid them. We present simulation results for the fixed and adaptive receivers in Section IV. Concluding remarks are given in Section V. Finally, two appendixes present details of the eigenspace analysis.
B. System Model
We consider the system model of Rusch and Poor [6] with one SS signal and one digital narrow-band signal in an otherwise AWGN channel with variance . Each data bit of the SS user has duration and is modulated by a unit energy pseudonoise signature sequence , which spreads the signal in the frequency domain. Let be the number of the narrow-band bits occurring during each bit of the SS user. The narrow-band signal and the SS signal are asynchronous; therefore, we will have only partial narrowband bits at the beginning and end of the SS spreading code. In Fig. 1 we present the set of virtual signature sequences and the SS spreading code. The first virtual user's signature sequence is constant during the first narrow-band user's bit interval and zero everywhere else. Similarly, each narrowband user's bit can be thought of as a signal arising from a virtual user with a signature sequence with only one nonzero interval. These form a set of orthogonal users, uncorrelated with one another. However, in general, the th virtual user's signature sequence , taken to have unit energy, will have some cross correlation with the spread spectrum user for from 1 to , forming the vector .
We assume that the received signal strength for both signals remains constant for the SS bit interval, i.e., a slowly varying channel. Let be the received energy of the narrow-band signal, and the received energy of the SS user. We will use the notation that the narrow-band user bipolar data bits during 
where is a unit spectral-density AWGN. Whereas a one-shot examination of the SS user is suboptimal (we are neglecting the information from one SS bit to the next), the complexity of the receiver is greatly reduced. Given that our system is only a virtual CDMA system, we lose less information (in leading and trailing bits, not in all bits) than a true CDMA system.
II. SUBSPACE APPROACH FOR FIXED RECEIVERS
A. Various Bases and Subspaces
We assume that we sample the received signal times in an SS bit interval ( typically being the length of the directsequence spreading code). Therefore, the signature sequences can be represented as finite dimensional vectors. In this section we define three sets of basis vectors for , the space (dimension ) spanned by all possible signature sequence vectors. The set of standard basis vectors we call , with the definition
The space spanned by all active signature sequences we call . Note that for our virtual CDMA system there are active users, therefore has dimension . The orthogonal complement of we call as it contains energy from noise only, with no energy from an active user. A second set of basis vectors for is formed by the signature sequences themselves; we refer to this basis as . These vectors span the space , have unit length (from having unit energy), and are linearly independent, but are not orthogonal. The third set of basis vectors are formed from the eigenvectors of the matrix defined in Section III-A. The matrix governs the dynamics of the gradient descent algorithm. We will describe the evolution of the algorithm using the projections of the tap weight vector onto the eigenvectors of .
B. Covariance Matrix and Eigenspaces
In order to eventually generate the basis for , we calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the received signal. Using the standard basis for the discrete-time (sampled) version of (1), we have the following expression for :
We demonstrate in Appendix A that the subspace is invariant with (or -invariant). This allows us to define and calculate the restriction of in , which we denote by This matrix is diagonalized in Appendix A, facilitating the calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For constants , , , and , defined in Appendix A, the orthonormal set of eigenvectors is given by
The remaining eigenvectors relative to are
The eigenvalues (calculated in Appendix A) associated with these eigenvectors describe the average energy of the received signal in that direction. Only the constants and are functions of the desired user's power . Eigenvectors and span a subspace of dimension two that we call , as it contains all of the energy from the desired user and the effective energy from the interference and noise. We say effective energy, because we will show that three important fixed detectors (the MF receiver, decorrelating receiver, and MMSE receiver) project the received signal onto this subspace; therefore, it is only this subset of interference and noise energy which affects receiver performance. We should note that the decorrelating and the MMSE receivers may not project onto this space for all CDMA systems; however, we will show that for this virtual CDMA system they do, as does the adaptive version of the MMSE detector discussed in Section III-A. This subspace should not be confused with the subdivisions of discussed in [8] .
The set of eigenvectors for are orthogonal to and span a space we call (the orthogonal complement of relative to the space ), that is, and form a partition of . The remainder of eigenvectors for span the space . Note the eigenvalues associated with are functions of the interference power and the noise power, while the eigenvalues associated with are functions of the noise power only. To recap the subspaces discussed, we have the relationship where represents a direct sum. These subspaces are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The canonical form of a receiver is defined in [1] as the sum of the desired user's spreading code plus a vector orthogonal to , i.e.,
. The vector can be written as a linear combination of and (see Appendix A), and therefore falls in . We construct a second vector in that is orthogonal to , and together they span .
As the three fixed receivers we will examine all project the received signal onto , the vector orthogonal to must be a constant times the vector . This will allow us to parameterize these receivers by the constant multiplying , a constant we will call , i.e., .
C. MMSE, Decorrelating, and MF Detectors
The MF receiver is given by so that, clearly, in our parameterization. The decorrelating detector for the virtual CDMA system is given by [6] . In Appendix A we calculate its canonical form, arriving at which demonstrates that these two detectors do indeed fall in . We now derive an expression for the detector which minimizes the mean square error (MSE) (reported simultaneously in [4] and [5] ).
Per [1] , the detector which minimizes the MSE is determined by the inverse of the matrix where is the cross correlation matrix and is the diagonal matrix of user powers. For our system this inverse can be found explicitly as a function of the interference power, the noise power, and the cross correlation vector , yielding (3) This receiver decides between an SS bit of 1 or 1 by examining the following decision statistic:
where the effective AWGN has zero mean and variance and , the near-far ratio. The probability of error using this decision statistic against a zero threshold is 1 where is an ordering of the vectors of possible interference bits.
D. Parametrized MOE and Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR)
In [1] , Honig et al. demonstrated that the receiver which minimizes the MSE also minimizes the MOE, defined as . We now find an alternate derivation of the vector which minimizes this expression, using our subspace partition. Any two vectors and can be decomposed into their components falling into each of the spaces , , and . For the received signal , only the component in will contain energy from the desired user. The component of in contains only energy from the AWGN, and the component of in has energy only from the AWGN and the narrow-band interference. We will minimize the noise and interference energy in the output by choosing the components of in and to be zero. Therefore falls in the two-dimensional space and can be written as . To find the value of minimizing the MOE, we write the MOE as a function of and differentiate 1 Q(x) = 1 p 2 1 x e 0v =2 dv. The value of which minimizes this expression is just matching the previous result for the MMSE detector in (3). In Fig. 3 we plot the MOE as a function of and the interference power (relative to the desired user's power). The minimum of the function is traced in the plot. Note that is constant and does not vary with interference power; it is also traced in the plot. The adaptive version of the MMSE receiver minimizes the MOE. As the MOE is convex in , the algorithm will not be trapped in local minima. However, the function is much less convex as the interference power approaches the desired user's power, as is evident in Fig. 3 , and is nearly flat for very weak interference. This leads us to anticipate that the adaptive algorithm will be much less effective in the presence of a weak interferer, as is demonstrated in the simulations of Section IV-C.
This parameterization can also be used to facilitate calculation of the SIR defined as signal power signal power
For the three fixed receivers, we can write this as a function of , as shown at the bottom of the page. In Fig. 4 we plot the SIR as a function of and the interference power. It is clear that gives a peak in the SIR for high values of interference power, whereas this peak is lost for weak interferers. 
III. SUBSPACE APPROACH FOR BLIND ADAPTATION
In this section we examine the stochastic gradient algorithm which converges to the minimum MOE and, hence, the MMSE receiver [1] . As mentioned previously, interest in the MMSE receiver is motivated by the existence of this adaptive version. The stochastic gradient algorithm does not require information about the interfering users' power, timing, or signature sequences, nor does it require a training sequence.
We adopt the same signal space approach described previously to examine the dynamics of the adaptive algorithm. Because the interference signals are mutually orthogonal, we are able to demonstrate that the adaptive receiver is, on average, confined to the two-dimensional subspace . This contrasts with previous analysis which isolated the receiver only within the -dimensional space . Because of this result, we are able to identify a less restrictive stability constraint on the step size in the adaptation, allowing for significantly faster convergence. The stochastic gradient is a noisy algorithm (leading to nonzero components in the noise only subspace ); therefore, it is preferable to switch to a fixed receiver or decision-directed least mean squares (LMS) algorithm after nominal convergence to the MMSE receiver.
A. System Dynamics-Eigenspaces of
As mentioned earlier, the receiver that minimizes the MOE also minimizes the MSE. A gradient descent algorithm was proposed to adaptively minimize the convex function MOE. This linear detector is written in the canonical form, that is, as the sum of the desired user's signature sequence plus a vector orthogonal to this signature sequence . The adaptation algorithm is where the index refers to the iteration or bit interval. Note that at each iteration we are scaling the projection of the received signal onto the space orthogonal to to update the vector . We define the vector , the product of the Householder matrix and the received signal.
With this definition the algorithm can be written as Taking expectations of both sides we have
To study the dynamics of the adaptive system, we therefore examine the matrix . The components of in can be written in as
In Appendix B we calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of . Because of the special form of the Householder matrix (see Appendix B for properties), we would expect the eigenvectors of to follow those of , except those eigenvectors falling in , i.e., in directions containing energy from . Indeed our calculations show that the two matrices have the same eigenvectors for . The first two eigenvectors, on the other hand, are different where the constants and are given in Appendix B, and the associated eigenvalues are and . We make two important observations: the first eigenvector is a multiple of the MMSE receiver in (3) and the second eigenvector is the vector defined in (2); together they span the space . Note that these eigenvectors are not orthogonal (because is not symmetric), but that .
B. Tap Weight Trajectory and New Step Size
Having analyzed the matrix , we are now prepared to follow the trajectory of the mean tap weight . We will express the matrix in a basis of its eigenvectors to yield a diagonal form. The initial value of the tap weight is taken to be the desired user's spreading code (i.e., we initiate the algorithm with the MF receiver). Therefore, writing in the basis (see Appendix B), we arrive at The mean tap weight vector falls entirely in the subspace . Therefore, we can write its parameterized form as (4) Given that the , the only eigenvalue that effects the stability of the algorithm is so that (5) ensures convergence of the mean tap vector. As tends to infinity, (4) approaches the MMSE detector. This is a less restrictive stability constraint than the maximum eigenvalue of proposed in [1] , and reproduced below for the system under consideration
C. Convergence Anomalies and a New Detector
Using our subspace approach to analyze the stochastic gradient algorithm, we can examine new performance tests for the convergence of the algorithm by projecting the mean tap weights onto the three subspaces , , and . Ideally the algorithm should only have a nonzero projection onto the space and this should asymptotically approach the MMSE detector. (6) for In Sections IV-B and IV-C we examine these projections on simulations of the gradient algorithm for various interference powers and step sizes.
We note two important convergence anomalies which become evident using the subspace analysis. The first is the extreme difficulty of the algorithm to converge, and possibly diverge, when only a small interference power is present. This anomaly is explained by the very weak convexity of the MOE for weak interferers, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 . While the algorithm will not be trapped by local minima, it is easily lead astray by spurious noise samples.
In Section IV-C, shown by Fig. 8(d)-(f) , we simulate the stochastic gradient and project the detector energy onto the three subspaces , , and . As the interference power diminishes, we see a more and more significant portion of the detector energy appearing in . This corresponds to a large component of the detector output being attributable to noise only. While [1] and [5] alluded to the inefficiency of the gradient and the desirability of switching quickly to a decision-directed LMS detector, we now see that when the interference power is weak it is unlikely that the gradient will ever produce meaningful output. We note that the separation of into and was possible due to the special nature of the narrow-band interference, that is, that the interferers were mutually orthogonal. However, the sensitivity of the algorithm to weak multiple-access interference results from the power in subspace , a subspace which is the same for wide-band interference in a true CDMA system.
The second anomaly we highlight is the possible divergence of the algorithm when allowed to operate indefinitely. The gradient is always sensitive to a large noise sample. The longer the algorithm is allowed to run, the more likely that an outlier noise sample will occur and force the gradient to follow the noise into the space . Once displaced into , the algorithm has great difficulty in returning to . This problem is alluded to in [8] , where a step size that shrinks as one over the iteration number is suggested to effectively stop adaptation after a certain point.
In view of these anomalies, we propose a new detector which takes advantage of the new step size for quicker convergence while avoiding adaptation when the interference power is weak. A functional block diagram of the proposed receiver is given in Fig. 5 . There are two factors that determine the algorithm's continuing adaptation: iteration number and interference power. When the interference power is very weak, i.e., undetected, the MF is nearly optimal and the control forces the receiver to the MF.
If the interference power is strong, the algorithm has a good chance of converging to the MMSE receiver. In this region the MMSE detector is closely approximated by the decorrelating receiver, and will effectively be converging to the decorrelating detector. Once enough iterations have passed for convergence, we average over several dozen bits to find the mean value for the tap weights and use this as a fixed receiver (alternately, we could use this as the initial state for a decisiondirected version of the LMS algorithm). If the interference power degrades significantly we also stop the adaptation, as the likelihood of drifting out of and into is quite great. We will see in the next section the results of simulations using the proposed receiver. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We present simulation results that confirm theoretical results for probability of error for the fixed receivers. We also trace the tap weight trajectory to show that the adaptive receiver lies in the subspace . Simulations also demonstrate much faster convergence when using the new step size found in Section III-C. We confirm by simulation the algorithm's sensitivity to low interference power. In this case, the adaptive receiver is seen to project significant signal energy onto the space of noise only.
A. Monte Carlo versus Theoretical Results
In Fig. 6 we present Monte Carlo simulation results versus the theoretical calculations of the probability of error for three fixed receivers: the MF, the decorrelating detector (DEC), and the MMSE detector. All simulations use an -sequence of length 63 for the true spread spectrum user, a noise power 6 dB down from the despread CDMA signal (as proposed in [2] during field trials), interference powers that vary from parity with the CDMA signal to 40 dB stronger, and values for of 1, 2, 4 and 8. We see that simulation and theory match well. The decorrelating and MMSE detectors yield very similar performance. Fig. 6 also shows results for the stochastic gradient and the new receiver (unless otherwise indicated the old step size is used). For most plots the proposed receiver achieves the performance of the decorrelating or MMSE detector. The gradient's performance improves as the interference power increases. To arrive at reliable estimates of the probability of error it was necessary to run the algorithm for millions of bits. This allowed adequate opportunity for the gradient algorithm to be lead astray by noise and significantly differ from the MMSE detector, even for very strong interference. Contrast this with the proposed detector. This detector ran adaptively at an interference power of 30 dB for 1000 iterations. The tap weight values were then averaged over the last 100 iterations, a reasonable approach assuming a slowly varying channel. This receiver (now fixed) was used to calculate the probability of error for the range of interference powers. At the time that the gradient algorithm was stopped, it had formed a good estimate of the MMSE detector (noise outliers being unlikely in so few samples).
B. Convergence Time with New Step Size
We next examine the effect on convergence time of the new step-size constraint presented in (5) as opposed to the old criteria proposed in [1] and [5] . Fig. 7 presents curves for the theoretical values of the mean tap weight versus Monte Carlo simulations for an interference power of 30 dB and . We project the tap weights as proposed in (6) onto the subspaces and . It is clear that the new step size allows convergence in dozens of iterations, versus hundreds of iterations for the old step size. Given that we wish to switch out of the stochastic gradient adaptation as soon as possible, the new step-size criteria is an important improvement to the algorithm. Note, though, that we also see in these plots the additional excess noise caused by the faster convergence.
C. MOE-Simulation versus Theory
In the next figures we examine the sensitivity of the gradient algorithm to the interference power via simulation. As in the previous section, we project the tap weights as proposed in (6) and plot the simulation projections versus the theoretical values. In Fig. 8(a)-(c) we project along and in and , , and in . In Fig. 8(a) we have a very weak interferer, 10 dB down from the CDMA signal, and we see that the gradient vector is not able to follow the theoretical mean values. In Fig. 8(b) we have a stronger interferer, 10 dB up from the CDMA signal, and the gradient follows the theoretical mean values more closely but still varies significantly from the optimal values. In Fig. 8(c) we have a strong interferer, 30 dB up from the CDMA signal, and the gradient attains the optimal tap weights. This is consistent with the anomaly discussed in Section III-C. In Fig. 8(d) -(f) we present the same simulations, this time projecting the energy onto the three subspaces , , and . Only the energy in can be attributed to the desired signal, and energy in can only come from the AWGN. In these graphs it is evident that for weak interference the gradient algorithm is tracking noise samples and not the desired user.
V. CONCLUSION
We apply multiuser detection theory, intended for wideband interference suppression, to the problem of narrow-band interference suppression in DSSS. We modeled the narrowband interference as a virtual CDMA system of users. By examining the eigenspace of the received signal we exploited the special form of the narrow-band interference (orthogonal subset of CDMA users) to uncover a two-dimensional subspace . This is an unexpected result as in a general system of users, would have dimension . This subspace is of key importance as all of the signal energy is contained in this subspace while only portions of the interference and noise energies are present. We investigated the performance of three fixed receivers and two adaptive receivers, adopting a subspace approach for the analysis. We demonstrate that the receivers investigated project the received signal onto the subspace . We showed that the adaptive version of the MMSE receiver is, on average, constrained to this subspace. This allowed us to identify less restrictive stability constraints on the adaptation step size. We also explain why, for weak interference, the adaptive algorithm is susceptible to outlier noise samples which lead the adaptive receiver to leave the plane . We presented simulation results to support these results. Finally, we proposed a new adaptive receiver that avoids the convergence anomalies while capitalizing on the new step size for faster convergence. where is an eigenvalue and is the identity matrix with dimension . The matrix also has an arrow structure After row elimination, we arrive at the lower triangular matrix form shown at the bottom of the page, which yields the following characteristic polynomial:
The eigenvalues which solve this polynomial are Clearly, the eigenvalues of arising from the restriction are
We define as the eigenvector relative to the eigenvalue which solves
We arrive at the following system of equations:
After simplifying we get the single variable equation . It is sufficient to take and, using (7), determine the other components of the eigenvector . The value offers a simple and compact expression for the other eigenvector components. We proceed similarly to find the second eigenvector relative to . After some manipulation, we get the following compact normalized form of the two eigenvectors in the signature basis for :
and where and It is important to note that the nature of and allows us to form the linear combination which implies that can be expressed as a linear combination of and
The decorrelating detector for the virtual CDMA system is given in [6] as . The form of and allows us to write the following linear combination:
To arrive at the canonical form of the decorrelating detector we normalize with respect to
The system of linear equations describing the eigenspace relative to the third eigenvalue is which defines an -dimensional convex hyperplane. We choose which solves the simple equation
. The next eigenvector can be determined iteratively; it must verify the two conditions
In such a way, all of the orthonormal eigenvectors relative to the eigenspace have the form where and
It is important to note that all of the above vectors are orthogonal to the real CDMA signature . The remaining eigenvectors of the covariance matrix relating to the remaining eigenvalues can be easily determined by combining the above eigenvectors and the standard basis vectors, and using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization.
We note that the MOE can be written as a single variable function. To find the value which minimizes the MOE, we differentiate to arrive at We can easily verify that this is a minimum by examining the second derivative of MOE
APPENDIX B EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF
Similarly as in Appendix A, we demonstrate that is -invariant and we determine the restriction of in . We calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of using the same method as in Appendix A, and note that the eigenvalues were simultaneously reported in [5] . In the basis we obtain the special arrow structure
After column elimination, we arrive at the upper triangular matrix, shown at the bottom of the page, which yields the characteristic polynomial
The eigenvalues which solve this characteristic polynomial are multiplicity Similarly as in Appendix A, we demonstrate that is -invariant and we determine the restriction of in . The eigenvalues of assigned to are multiplicity We note that the matrix can be expressed as The matrix is well described in Householder's book [9] . In fact, it defines a projection of the -dimensional space along the direction. The matrix has these important properties. The eigenvector is a normalized version of the MMSE detector.
is equal to , the normal vector in orthogonal to the desired user signature .
can be expressed as linear combination of the eigenvectors and
In [5] , Poor and Wang defined the matrix . In order to simplify calculation of the tap weight error correlation matrix, they made the approximation where , , and are, respectively, the diagonal forms of , , and . We write and use the properties of the projection matrix to determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of .
, so is the first eigenvector of , relative to a zero eigenvalue. All the other eigenvectors of are orthogonal to and, therefore, are invariant under the projection matrix . has the same eigenvalues as . We conclude that the approximation made in [5] is partially exact, i.e.,
